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ABOUT LE HAUTE SPA LLC

Le Haute Spa LLC an innovative cannabis-infused spa event concierge, designed for women, aims to 

address the stigmas of marijuana and mental health in the world today, in line with the founder’s goal of helping 

more people harness the benefits of cannabis. The popularity and acceptance of cannabis have skyrocketed 

in recent times, particularly as more people are beginning to realize its immense health benefits. However, 

the stigma that comes with marijuana and mental health remains a major issue affecting the consumption of 

cannabis and CBD products. Shea Ryan, the founder of Le Haute Spa, is consequently looking to address this 

issue with the introduction of Le Haute Spa LLC.

Le Haute Spa is a proud member of the #spabosstribe, a collective of spa, health and beauty professionals lead 

by magnetic powerhouse and serial entrepreneur, Candace Holyfield. Le Haute Spa is featured in the third 

installment of “Spa Queen Magazine,” the first Black Spa Magazine, founded by Holyfield. The third edition was 

featured during the 25th Anniversary of Essence Festival, July 4th through July 7th 2019 in New Orleans. Le 

Haute Spa is gearing up to be a “Show & Tell” Presenting Sponsor & Exhibitor during Chief Activator, Lucinda 

Cross’ Activate 2K19 ‘Big ASK’ Conference, September 20, 2019.

MEDIA COVERAGE PUBLICATIONS

Le Haute Spa was founded by avid cannabis consumer, Shea Ryan, to host and deliver luxury, cannabis-

infused spa, beauty and holistic wellness experiences directly to clients. Shea aims to continue to spread the 

positive message of cannabis by sharing her experiences as a patient and advocate while also learning how 

to effectively microdose and find healthier alternatives to inhaling. As Shea believes cannabis can truly heal 

us if we’d let it, she is excited for the opportunity to coalition build with other like-minded women who may 

struggle with mental health and seek to learn how #cannabisismedicine.


